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Liebherr-Mining and Monnis International solidify their 
relations at Bauma 2016 

Munich (Germany), April 2016 – Liebherr-Mining and the Mongolian company 

Monnis International are again intensifying their longstanding relationship: When 

M. Baz Chuluunbaatar, CEO of Monnis, visited the Bauma construction trade 

show in Munich (Germany), agreements were made to enlarge Liebherr’s mining 

product offerings for Mongolia. Dozers from Telfs (Austria) and mining trucks 

from Newport News, Virginia (USA), will now also be offered there.  

The new agreements were symbolically sealed during Bauma, when Mr Willi Liebherr 

and Mrs Sophie Albrecht, members of the administrative board of Liebherr-International 

AG, presented M. Baz Chuluunbaatar with scale models of the brand new PR 776 

dozer and the T 264 mining truck. Both machines are exhibited on the Liebherr stand at 

the world’s largest construction trade show. 

Monnis International LLC, headquartered in Ulaanbaatar (Mongolia), is one of 

Mongolia's largest industrial holding companies with over 1,200 employees and 10 

subsidiaries. The company has become a national leader in mining machinery sales, 

mining support services, infrastructure and energy construction projects, automobile 

and automotive parts distribution, international freight forwarding, foreign trade as well 

as air services. 

In 2002, Monnis became an official dealer of the Liebherr Group delivering mining and 

construction equipment as well as mobile cranes to Mongolia. Through sales, leasing 

and rental transactions, Liebherr and Monnis have already supplied Mongolian-based 

mining and construction companies with more than 350 machines, including dozers, 

excavators and mobile cranes. In addition to machines, Monnis provides a wide range 

of on-site services and is partially supported by technicians from the Liebherr 

production sites. These services include maintenance support, remanufacturing 

programs with in-country facilities, spare parts logistics and full training programs. 

Thanks to their strong relationship, Monnis and the Liebherr Group’s mining division 

are able to offer of efficient and reliable mining machines for safe operations even 
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under Mongolia’s harsh climatic conditions. Almost forty mining excavators, including 

nine R 996’s, have been delivered throughout the country to coal, copper and gold 

mines. The latest one was the electric version of an R 9350, which was assembled at 

the end of 2015. 
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M. Baz Chuluunbaatar, Mrs Sophie Albrecht and Mr Willi Liebherr (f.l.t.r.) 
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